Mini Report
The Annual Grumblers’ Meeting Hash
Hamworthy Social Club (6.11.16)
We went through the usual preamble down downs and then noticed
Fred Barker of 1999 Hamworthy Engineering fame had surfaced in the
car park making Greek God mumble about getting his eyes tested as he
decided that Lazarus was not alone in rising from the dead.
The Mismanagement policy to cull the mini began to be implemented as
we all risked our lives trying to cross the road outside the sports centre
with huge 4 X 4’s zooming along aiming to consign us to that building on
the other side of the Heath near Gravel Hill.
The main had long gone as we trudged toward Canford Heath with the
breeze fortunately wafting the land fill smell away from us.
The Godfather was directing the rear-enders through old abandon roads
and car parks. Oxfam, iPod, Big Trish and Frostbite had enough instinct
left to recognise flour and sawdust to know they were still on the trail
despite the Hare’s intervention. As old timers they did not cross any bars,
followed the trail enjoying the friendly banter of insulting old Gits.
Eventually we circumvented the Municipal tip, released several burst of
compressed methane, along with lowering our calorie count, to which we
all felt so much better for it.
We discussed chaining our neighbours’ electronic gates together, putting
lighted bangers up car exhaust pipes of objectionable people who park
outside your house all day, plus all sorts of other revengeful tactics for
anti-social and inconsiderate behaviour.
On that point Y Nam Im caught the old Gits up while one was relieving
himself, not very discreetly, on the main footpath with clouds of acrid
steam nearly suffocating Teresa’s dog. An eye watering moment.
We eventually returned across a field to the Club only to nearly thinned
out yet again by avoiding more 4 x 4’s trying to cross the road.
Having survived this treacherous trail we so much looked forward to our
Shandy by the signing on/in board. Oh dear! What is the Wessex
coming to when the Shandyman forgets the shandy but not the cups?
Expect next week we will have the shandy but not the cups.
Two Old Gits

